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Abstract
We exploit theW -emission process to study the measured weak decayD+s → f0(980)pi+ .
We conclude that the scalar f0(980) meson is mostly ss¯, which is supported by different
model studies.
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Of recent interest is the question of whether the scalar meson f0(980) consists mostly of
nonstrange or of strange quarks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
In the naive qq¯ picture, one can treat the isoscalar f0(980) as either mostly nonstrange and
nearly degenerate with the isovector a0(980) — like the vector pair ω(782) and ρ(770) — or take
the f0(980) as mostly ss¯, in analogy to the close by, almost pure ss¯ vector φ(1020). We prefer
the latter interpretation, which is also obtained in the unitarized quark/meson model of Ref. [6]
(see below). Another possibility is the four-quark scheme [7, 8], in which both the f0(980) and
a0(980) have substantial nonstrange and strange components of comparable magnitude. We may
study the prior question from the recently measured weak decay rate [9]
Γ (D+s → f0(980)pi+ ) = (2.39± 1.06) · 10−14 GeV , (1)
due to the branching ratio of (1.8± 0.8) percent and the lifetime of (0.496± 0.01) · 10−12 s.
Given the rate of equation (1), we may express the decay amplitude magnitude as (p =
732MeV and mD+
s
= 1.9686 GeV )
|M (D+s → f0(980)pi+ )| = mD+
s
√
8piΓ
p
= (1.78± 0.40) · 10−6 GeV . (2)
Assuming that the f0(980) is pure ss¯, we may account for the experimental amplitude of
equation (2) via the W+-emission graph of figure (1).
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Figure 1: Contribution of W+ emission to the process D+s → f0(980)pi+
This predicts, using the values given in [9] for the Fermi coupling constant, GF , the cosine of the
phase from the CKM weak mixing matrix, c1, and the pion decay constant, fpi,
|M (D+s → f0(980)pi+ )|W+-emission =
GF c
2
1√
2
fpi
(
m2Ds − m2f0
)
≈ 2.13 · 10−6 GeV . (3)
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We use here for the Fermi coupling constant, GF , the value given in [9], as well as for c1, the
cosine of the Cabibbo angle, Θ1 (Θ1 ≈ 12.8◦, i.e., Vud = 0.975). We moreover assume Vcs = Vud
at the accuracy of this paper. For the pion formfactor, fpi, we take the value 93MeV .
Not only is equation (3) compatible with the data of equation (2), but the analogous ∆I = 3/2
W+-emission process K+ → pi+pi0 is, too [10]:
|M (K+ → pi+pi0 )|W+-emission =
GFs1c1
2
√
2
fpi
(
m2K − m2pi
)
≈ 1.9 · 10−8 GeV ; (4)
the data being [9] (1.834± 0.007) · 10−8 GeV .
By comparing formula (2) with the prediction of formula (3), we could infer a small scalar
mixing of nn¯ and ss¯, which is close to the theoretical estimates. Since 〈σ |f0 〉 = 0, a mixing
angle, φs, of about 14
◦ [11] to 20◦ [12, 13], predicts an amplitude ratio
|M (D+s → f0(980)pi+ )|
GF c
2
1√
2
fpi
(
m2Ds − m2f0
)
cos (φs)
≈ 0.9± 0.2 , (5)
which certainly shows good agreement between the experimental decay amplitude ( 2) and the
W+-emission result ( 3).
As for earlier interpretations of f0(980) being mostly ss¯, we refer to the 1982 and 1986 papers
of the present authors, [12] and [6]. In the latter case the nonstrange and strange low-lying scalar
mesons are modelled jointly with the pseudoscalars and vectors including mesons which contain
c and b quarks. The resulting four-parameter model, which fits very well low-energy S- and P -
wave meson-meson scattering cross sections as well as the bound state and resonance positions,
predicts two complete scalar-meson nonets, one below and one above 1 GeV.
Also we note that the mostly ss¯ structure of the f0(980) is stressed in the more recent work
of To¨rnqvist [2] and of To¨rnqvist and Roos [3], the latter of which focuses on the nonstrange
σ(400 − 1200). Let us recall here the DM2 data [14] measuring the nonstrange large σ bump
in the pipi mass distribution for J/ψ → ωpipi, but only a small f0(980) pimple, which shows the
smallness of the nonstrange content of the f0(980) meson.
Also the recent Fermilab E791 collaboration [15] suggests that the f0(980) is mostly ss¯, but
that the f0(1370) is mostly nonstrange — as hinted by the naive quark model — since D
+
s →
K+K−pi+ is not seen. It should be noted that the same is predicted in the unitarized meson model
of Ref. [6] (see also Ref. [5]), contrary to e.g. Refs. [2] and [3], which interpret the f0(1370) as
mostly ss¯. This discrepancy between two unitarized models is quite striking and deserves a little
more attention.
3
There are clearly too many scalar mesons below roughly 1.5 GeV than those needed to con-
stitute one scalar nonet. Therefore, models that accept the light (< 1GeV) scalars as genuine
mesonic states with some kind of quark substructure — irrespective of the precise configuration
— and not just as two-meson resonance effects due to strong t-channel exchanges and nearby
thresholds (see e.g. Ref. [4]), normally consider the scalars above 1 GeV as excited states. How-
ever, in the unitarized models of Refs. [5, 6] and [2, 3] all scalar mesons below 1.5 GeV originate
in one and only bare scalar qq¯ nonet, somewhere in the mass region 1.3–1.5 GeV. Here, “bare”
refers to the model situation where the coupling to two-meson states is switched off. Now, when
this coupling is set to the model value which fits the data, the bare scalar spectrum gets deformed
and even extra states show up, as for example the f0(400− 1200) or σ meson, the a0(980), and,
of course, the f0(980) (see Ref. [5] for more details).
In the model of Ref. [5, 6], the extra states constitute a complete light nonet, including a
K∗0(727) or κ meson, while the pattern of masses of the heavier scalars, which are nonetheless
dominantly radial ground states, remains largely unaltered. For instance, the mostly strange f0
stays around 1.5 GeV, while the mainly nonstrange f0 settles close to 1.3 GeV, apparently quite
compatible with the f0(1370) . On the other hand, Ref. [2, 3] find neither a light κ, nor the
f0(1500), and interpret the f0(1370) as mostly ss¯. We do not wish to enter here into a detailed
discussion on which interpretation is favored by experiment, and refer to Ref. [5] for an analysis
of observed decay modes of the f0(1370) and f0(1500) that, we believe, support our view. In any
case, this is evidently the most attractive scenario, in which there is a complete doubling of scalar
states, but keeping the internal mass pattern of the nonets intact. To conclude the discussion
of the f0(1370) , we would like to mention a very recent lattice calculation of scalar quarkonium
masses [16], which is in agreement with our interpretation of the f0(1370) and f0(1500).
In conclusion and summarizing, by studying the W -emission process to describe the weak
decay D+s → f0(980)pi+ , we are able to reproduce the recently measured decay rate, provided
that the f0(980) is assumed to be mostly ss¯. A mixing angle of about 14
◦, corresponding to a
small nn¯ admixture, is predicted. This interpretation of the f0(980) is in agreement with previous
work of the authors [1, 5, 12, 6], and also with other model studies [2, 3, 11, 17, 18, 19]. Finally, it
is pointed out that a very recent experiment [15] suggests the f0(1370) is mostly nn¯, as predicted
by the unitarized meson model of Ref. [5, 6].
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